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This week, we would like you to add some contemporary 
dance sections into your street dance sequence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ts0WO6wJB3M&list=RD1TP_8BZ_9JQ&index=4

Think about where a contemporary sequence would fit best? Would they fit in the slower more

lyrical/ melodic sections of the track? 

Fugees - Ready Or Not (Champion Bootleg)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ts0WO6wJB3M&list=RD1TP_8BZ_9JQ&index=4


Contemporary  Dance
Contemporary dance is a genre of dance performance that

developed during the mid-twentieth century and has since grown

to become one of the dominant genres for formally trained

dancers throughout the world. Although originally informed by

and borrowing from classical, modern, and jazz styles, it has come

to incorporate elements from many styles of dance. Due to its

technical similarities, it is often perceived to be closely related to

modern dance, ballet, and other classical concert dance styles.

In terms its technique, contemporary dance tends to combine the

strong but controlled legwork of ballet with modern that stresses

on torso. It also employs contract-release, floor work, fall and

recovery, and improvisation characteristics of modern dance.

Unpredictable changes in rhythm, speed, and direction are often

used, as well. Additionally, contemporary dance sometimes

incorporates elements of non-western dance cultures, such as

elements from African dance including bent knees, or movements

from the Japanese contemporary dance, Butoh.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wm98afryPf4

Watch this contemporary piece and see if you

can spot any movements that take inspiration

from the street dance styles you learned about

last week.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wm98afryPf4


Contemporary Dance
A brief history

Pioneers of contemporary dance include Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham, and Merce
Cunningham because they broke the rules of the strict forms of ballet. These
dancer/choreographers all believed that dancers should have freedom of movement, allowing
their bodies to freely express their innermost feelings. It's important to note, however, that while
Graham moved into what is now known as modern dance, and Duncan's style was uniquely her
own, Cunningham is often spoken of as the father of contemporary dance.

During the mid-1940’s, Merce Cunningham, began exploring his own form of dance. Inspired by
the radically unique music of John Cage, Cunningham developed an abstract form of dance.
Cunningham took dance out of the formal theatrical setting and separated it from the need to
express specific stories or ideas. Cunningham introduced the concept that dance movements
could be random, and that each performance could be unique. Cunningham, because of his
complete break with formal dance techniques, is often referred to as the father of contemporary
dance.
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Contemporary Dance

Today's contemporary dance is an eclectic mix of styles, with 

choreographers drawing from ballet, modern, and "post-modern" 

(structureless) forms of dance. While some contemporary dancers create 

characters, theatrical events, or stories, others perform entirely new 

creations as they improvise in their own unique style.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=BPM0dYf5EnE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPM0dYf5EnE


Contemporary Dance
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMLtfIc3kUA

Now it’s time to learn some moves! Use the link 

and follow the video guide.

Don’t worry- some of these moves are difficult to 

learn; just have a go and have some fun! 

Use some of your own contemporary dance 

moves or make some up to go with our music. 

WARNING:

DO NOT try to do flips and other dangerous 

dance moves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ts0WO6wJB3M&list=RD1T

P_8BZ_9JQ&index=4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMLtfIc3kUA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ts0WO6wJB3M&list=RD1TP_8BZ_9JQ&index=4


CONTEMPORARY DANCE

Practise your dance and perform it for yourself or for your family. 

You could even record your dance and send it into us at:

year6@newshamprimary.co.uk

So we can take a look at your funky moves! 
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